
10 ideas to support 

PLAY-BASED

LEARNING

Keep a record of all the books and/or movies that you
read and watch over the summer. Record your reflections
on the book or movie: why did you like it or not like it?
Who was your favorite character and why? 

KEEP A JOURNAL OF ALL THE

MOVIES AND BOOKS YOU ENJOY

Make a book of photos to remember your summer. Enhance it
with captions and stories. Use audio to explain what was
so funny in the photo of you and your friends laughing.

SHOWCASE YOUR PHOTOS OR DRAWINGS

IN A PHOTO BOOK

Get inspired by the stunning and inspiring imagery in our
Fantasy Book template. You could create an amazing
‘Choose Your Own Adventure’ book that transports you to a
galaxy far, far away, doing battle with orcs, ogres and
other dangerous creatures!

WRITE A FANTASY BOOK

Use text on some days, audio on others, video on some…
and when you’re really tired, just use an emoji to record
how your day went. 😍

KEEP A DIGITAL DIARY

Keep a journal of your daily or weekly activities: add
videos of your workouts, include links to any videos you
followed on YouTube, add your favorite songs, design your
own workouts. Record how much energy you had and how much
you enjoyed each workout!

KEEP AN EXERCISE JOURNAL

Write a 10-page book featuring your favorite fictional
characters, favorite sports stars, favorite memes,
favorite dances, top 10 jokes.

MAKE A SERIES OF TOP 10 BOOKS

Record each step in your journey to try something new.
Add videos of other people who have mastered the skill,
and analyze their approach. Laugh at your bloopers. You
don’t have to master a new skill to achieve a great deal.

RECORD YOUR JOURNEY TO LEARNING A

NEW SKILL

If you love cooking, make a cookbook of all your favorite
recipes, including the ones you create yourself. Record
yourself and other people doing the taste test. 😋

MAKE A COOKBOOK

The next time you find yourself wondering what would
happen if I…, come up with a hypothesis, take some photos
or videos of the experiment and write up your conclusion.

DOCUMENT A MINI SCIENCE EXPERIMENT

Use our Magazine template to write stories about your
favorite celebrities, feature your favorite memes, add
photos of great outfits and write your own monthly
horoscopes.

DESIGN YOUR OWN FASHION MAGAZINE

over the Summer
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https://read.bookcreator.com/library/-MRyWJq_AlwNlLkzQ2UT/book/7SZgy9f9Qt6Z8So5uW0LEQ

